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provide for the 315.1th day by making
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every leap year. It would also bring
the same dates on the same day of the
week every year and thus obviate new
calculations. There is more reaason In
31. Flarnmarion's plan than in the re-

adjustment of the calendar made at
the time of the French revolution, when
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days, the decimal craze beinj? then at its
height. The year consisted of 12 months
of 30 day each, leaving five dav at
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The telegraphers strike of operators
on the Great Northern and Northern
Pacific railways is on and bids fair to

bring serious suffering to the various
element which are, In a measure, af-

fected by the walkout. Two' thousand
men have left their telegraph keys, traf-
fic on both railways is demoralized to
a material extent and in some instance
entire division are utterly blocked.
General 3Ianager Horn's, of the Northern
Tacific, ultimatum, to the operator,
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Study the Map
Thirteen states and territories of the Middle

West are traversed by Rock Island lines. There '

are more cities of 15,000 population and upwards
on the Rock Island System than on any other
Wttttrn road I Prom Minnesota, to Texas, from
the Rocky Mountains to the Great Lakes, it is
Rock Island country. The Rock Island System
occupies a strategic position in the western
railway world.

Going somewhere ? Get a Rock Island folder
and study the map ten to one your destination
is on the Rock Island or reached by way of it.

- Note our several offices maintained in the
Northwest :

Portland, Seattle, Spokane,
Butte and Salt Lake City.

The Rock Island is reaching out for busi.
ness and solicits yours.
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road officials to the effect that the place
of operator who chose to leave the err-ic- e

could immediately be filled from
among the ranks of non-unio- n telegraph-
er now appear to hate been made in a
braggadocio manner. To attempt to
maintaui either road on the prevailing
pchedule will be risky. The demands
of the telegrapher, so far as can be
learned, unofficially, are to be consid-

ered reasonable. On the other hand,
there is 'none who know better than
General Manager Horn, of the Northern
Pacific, or the head of the Great North-em- ,

the reason for refusing to comply
with the request of the operator". Our
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attention is at one turned to the people
who will suffer the most from the effect
of the strike even though we, at the
same time, give the contentions of both
the railway and the operators studious
consideration. The tying up of these
two great transcontinental railway will

practically suspend the operations of
some of the country's largest com-

mercial concern who transport great
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